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Abstract
Bidirectional associative memories are being used extensively for solving a variety of
problems related to pattern recognition. In the present paper, a new synthesis approach is
developed for bidirectional associative memories using feedback neural networks. The synthesis
problem of bidirectional associative memories is formulated as a set of linear inequalities which
can be solved using the perceptron training algorithm. To demonstrate the applicability of
the present results, a speci"c example is considered.  2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
Keywords: Associative memory; Bidirectional associative memory; Perceptron training
algorithm

1. Introduction
One of the important features of arti"cial neural networks is the information
storage and retrieval implemented as associative memories. Feedback neural networks are a special class of nonlinear dynamical systems which are endowed with
many asymptotically stable equilibrium points (stable memories) as well as unstable
equilibria. The study of such systems has been of great interest to many researchers in
recent years (see, e.g., [1}15,17,18,20,23}27]).
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A bidirectional associative memory (BAM) stores a set of pattern associations and
each pattern is represented by a pair of vectors [4,5]. The architecture of the network
consists of two layers of neurons, connected by directional weighted connection paths.
The network iterates, sending signals back and forth between the two layers, until all
neurons reach equilibrium states. BAM neural networks can respond to inputs to
either one of the layers. We shall refer to the layers as the X-layer and the >-layer.
BAM neural networks behave as heteroassociative pattern matchers, storing and
recalling pattern pairs, which also allow the retrieval of stored data associations from
incomplete or noisy patterns. The design of a BAM neural network involves the
computation of all the connection weights in the neural network, such that the
network will have a given set of vector pairs as its memories.
Since Kosko's work on the design of BAM using correlation encoding algorithm
[4,5], several authors have presented new design methods for BAM neural networks.
One problem existing in the design method of [4,5] is that it does not guarantee to
store all the desired patterns as equilibrium points of the network. In [25], a design
algorithm based on an optimization technique is developed which guarantees to store
all the desired patterns as stable equilibrium points of the network. In [28], a design
algorithm based on the so-called best approximation projection is provided for the
design of asymmetric BAMs; however, the design algorithm can only be applied to
linearly independent desired memory patterns. In [29], the eigenstructure method is
employed for the design of BAM neural networks; it does not have any constraints on
the desired memory patterns and it guarantees to store all the desired patterns as
stable equilibrium points of the network.
The model that we consider is described by the equations
x "!Ax#; sat(y)#I,
y "!By#< sat(x)#J,

(1)

where x3RK and y3RL are the state vectors, x and y denote the derivatives of x
and y with respect to time t, A"diag[a ,2, a ] with a '0 for i"1,2, m,

K
G
B"diag[b ,2, b ] with b '0 for i"1,2, n, ;"[; ]3RK"L is the coe$cient

L
G
GH
matrix in the X-layer, <"[< ]3RL"K is the coe$cient matrix in the >-layer,
GH
I"[I ,2, I ]23RK, and J"[J ,2, J ]23RL. I and J are the bias vectors for the

K

L
X-layer and the >-layer, respectively. The function sat(x)"[sat(x ),2, sat(x )]2

K
represents the activation function, where



x '1,
G
sat(x )" x ,
!14x 41,
G
G
G
!1, x (!1.
G
The outputs for "elds X and > are sat(x) and sat(y), respectively.
This paper makes contributions to feedback neural networks for bidirectional
associative memories. In particular, a new synthesis approach for BAMs using
feedback neural networks will be developed based on the perceptron training algorithm. The design (synthesis) problem of neural networks (1) for bidirectional
1,
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associative memories is developed by formulating and solving a set of linear inequalities. The inequalities are solved by training a set of perceptrons to obtain connection
matrices, and the perceptron training is guaranteed to converge if a solution of the
design problem exists. Similar technique has been employed in [10] where the design
problem of neural networks for associative memories is considered. In [10], the design
of neural networks for associative memories based on the perceptron training algorithm is compared to the eigenstructure method [9] and the optimization method
[21] through extensive simulation. The simulation in [10] concluded that the perceptron training approach in general has less spurious memories than the eigenstructure
method; the perceptron training approach is also simpler to implement and takes less
computational time than the optimization method.
Preliminaries will be "rst introduced in Section 2 concerning the perceptron
training algorithm and its convergence theorem. In Section 3, a new synthesis
algorithm for bidirectional associative memories will be developed based on the
perceptron training algorithm. In Section 4, a speci"c example will be considered to
demonstrate the applicability of the present results. In Section 5, the paper will be
concluded with several pertinent remarks.

2. Preliminaries
This section introduces necessary preliminaries including the perceptron training
algorithm and its convergence theorem.
A number of di!erent types of perceptrons are described in [16,19]. The one which
will be utilized in the present paper is described by
z"sgn(=u),
where u"[u , u ,2, u , 1]2, ="[w , w ,2, w , h], and
 
L
 
L
1,
m50,
sgn(m)"
!1, m(0.



This simple perceptron can perform pattern classi"cation (between two classes
denoted by C and C ). The weight vector = can be obtained by the following


perceptron training algorithm (cf. [16,19]).
Perceptron Training Algorithm: Given p training patterns aI, k"1, 2,2, p, which
are known to belong to class C (corresponding to z"1) or C (corresponding to


z"!1), the weight vector = can be obtained by the following algorithm:
(1) Initialize the weight vector =(l ) for l"0.
(2) For l"0,1, 2,2,
䢇 if =(l )u(l )50 and u(l )3C , then update =(l#1)"=(l )!gu(l ),

䢇 if =(l )u(l)(0 and u(l )3C , then update =(l#1)"=(l )#gu(l ),

䢇 otherwise, =(l#1)"=(l ),
where u(l )"aI for some k, 14k4p, and g'0 is the perceptron learning rate.
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(3) Stop the training when no more updates for the weight vector = are needed; i.e.,
stop the training when all the training patterns can be correctly classi"ed by =.
The following result is well-known [16,19].
Perceptron Training Convergence Theorem. The Perceptron Training Algorithm will be
convergent if and only if the two classes C and C are linearly separable.


Remark 1. It is noted that one can always continue the training of a perceptron until
a weight vector = is obtained such that



'0 if aI3C ,

(0 if aI3C

for k"1, 2,2, p.
=aI

In the sequel, the Perceptron Training Algorithm will be used to develop a
new synthesis approach for bidirectional associative memories realized by neural
networks (1).

3. Synthesis algorithm
We use BL to denote the set of n-dimensional bipolar vectors, i.e,
BLO+x3RL : x "1 or!1, i"1,2, n,. For a"[a , a , 2, a ]23BL, we de"ne
G
 
L
E(a)"+x3RL: a x '1, i"1,2, n,. The pair (a, b), with a3BK and b3BL, will be
G G
called a memory vector if a"sat(x ) and b"sat(y ), where (x , y ) is an asymp

 
totically stable equilibrium point of the system (1).
The following result is obtained for bipolar memory vectors.
Lemma 2. If a3BK and b3BL with
A\(;b#I)3E(a),
B\(<a#J)3E(b)

(2)

then (a, b) is a memory vector of system (1).
Proof. Assume that x3E(a) and y3E(b), where a3BK and b3BL. System (1) becomes
x "!Ax#;b#I,
y "!By#<a#J
since sat(x)"a and sat(y)"b. System (3) has a unique equilibrium point at
x "A\(;b#I),

y "B\(<a#J).


(3)
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Clearly, the equilibrium point (x , y ) is asymptotically stable since the eigenvalues
 
of the system matrices !A and !B in (3) are all negative and x 3E(a) and y 3E(b)


by assumption. 䊐
The following synthesis problem concerns the design of neural networks (1) for
BAM.
Synthesis problem. Given p pairs of vectors in BK>L, say (a, b),2, (aN, bN), we wish to
design a system (1) such that (a, b),2, (aN, bN) are memory vectors of the system.
To solve the synthesis problem, one needs to determine A, B, ;, <, I and J from
Eq. (2) with a"aI and b"bI for k"1, 2,2, p, i.e., one needs to determine A, B, ;, <,
I and J such that
A\(;bI#I)3E(aI),
B\(<aI#J)3E(bI)
for k"1, 2,2, p. This condition can be equivalently written as, for k"1, 2,2, p



'a
G
; bI#I
G
G (!a
G

if aI"1,
G
i"1, 2,2, m
if aI"!1
G

(4)

and



'b
if bI"1,
H
H
< aI#J
j"1, 2,2, n,
(5)
H
H (!b if bI"!1
H
H
where ; (< ) represents the ith ( jth) row of ; (<), I (J ) denotes the ith ( jth) element
G H
G H
of I (J), and aI (bI) is the ith ( jth) entry of aI (bI).
G H
Remark 3. From Eqs. (4) and (5), one can see that the design problem of BAM neural
networks is essentially equivalent to designing m#n threshold logic functions with
each containing m#n#2 variables. This observation motivates the choice of perceptron training algorithm over other techniques for solving the BAM neural network
design problem in the present work and in [10] for the design of neural networks for
associative memories.
From the preceding, the following synthesis algorithm (design method) based on the
Perceptron Training Algorithm can now be obtained.
Synthesis algorithm 3.1. Using the Perceptron Training Algorithm, one obtains m#n
perceptrons
PG"[pG , pG ,2, pG ], i"1, 2,2, m
 
L>
and
QH"[qH , qH ,2, qH ], j"1, 2,2, n
 
K>
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such that



'0 if aI"1,
G
(0 if aI"!1
G

PGbM I

(6)

and



QHaI

'0 if bI "1,
H
(0 if bI "!1
H

(7)

for k"1, 2,2, p, where





aI

bI

and bM I" 2 .

aI" 2
1

1

Choose A"diag[a ,2, a ] with

K
0(a (
min
"PGbM I"
G
XGXK XIXN
and choose B"diag[b ,2, b ] with

L
0(b (
min
"QHaI".
H
XHXL XIXN
For i"1, 2,2, m and j"1, 2,2, n, choose ; "PG , < "QH, I "pG
and
GH
H
HG
G G
L>
J "qH . 䊐
H
K>
The next result addresses the validity of the above synthesis algorithm.
Theorem 4. (1) The perceptron training PG converges if and only if the two classes
given by
C "+bM I :

C "+bM I :


aI"1,,
G
aI"!1,
G

(8)

are linearly separable, where 14i4n. Conditions for the training of QH are similar.
(2) The A, B, ;, <, I and J obtained in the Synthesis Algorithm 3.1 guarantee that
(a, b),2, (aN, bN) are memory vectors of the system (1).
Proof. (1) The proof is straightforward by considering (6) and (7).
(2) From the choice of a , ; "[; , ; ,2, ; ] and I in the Synthesis
G
G
G G
GL
G
Algorithm 3.1,
"PGbM I'a
G
[; I ] bM I
G G
"PGbM I(!a
G



if aI"1,
G
if aI"!1
G

(9)
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which implies



'1
if aI"1,
G
(10)
a\[; bI#I ]
G
G
G (!1 if aI"!1
G
or equivalently, A\(;bI#I)3E(aI). The proof of B\(<aI#J)3E(bI) is similar.
Therefore, (a, b),2,(aN, bN) are memory vectors of the system (1) according to
Lemma 2. 䊐
Corollary 5. If the vectors bM I (aI), k"1,2, p, are linearly independent, then the perceptron training PG (QH) converges.
Proof. We show that if bM I, k"1,2, p, are linearly independent, C and C given in


Eq. (8) are linearly separable. Assume that C "+bM ,2, bM O, and C "+bM O>,2, bM N,,


without loss of generality. Let co C denote the convex hull of a set CLRL. Assume that co C 5co C O. Then, there exists bM 3+co C 5co C , which could




be written as a convex combination of the elements of class C on one hand, and

on the other hand as a convex combination of the elements of class
C ; i.e, bM "j bM #2#j bM O"j
bM O>#2#j bM N, for some j ,2, j ,


O
O>
N

O
j
,2, j 50 such that j #j #2#j "1 and j
#2#j "1 (cf. [22]).
O>
N


O
O>
N
Then, j bM #2#j bM O!j
bM O>!2!j bM N"0 which contradicts the as
O
O>
N
sumption that the vectors bM I, k"1,2, p, are linearly independent. This shows that
co C 5co C " which implies that C and C are linearly separable. 䊐




Remark 6. The learning rate g in the perceptron training algorithm can be any
positive real number [16,19]. If g"1 or any other positive integer and if one chooses
the initial PG and QH to be the zero vector or any vector with integer and zero
components, then, ;, <, I, J will have integer components. It is noted that in VLSI
implementations of neural networks, certain weights (e.g., integers) can be implemented more accurately than others (e.g, numbers with many decimal digits). The
learning rate g speci"es the step size of every update for the weight vector during the
perceptron training. A large g gives large step size which implies a coarse searching in
the solution space of PG and QH. In most cases, choosing g to be 0(g(1 is desirable
for the perceptron training to converge quickly.
Remark 7. If one wishes that the above Synthesis Algorithm 3.1 results in a system of
form (1) with I"0 and J"0, one can modify (6) and (7) in the Synthesis Algorithm as
follows:



'0 if aI"1,
G
(0 if aI"!1
G

PGbI
and



QHaI

'0 if bI "1,
H
(0 if bI "!1.
H

A, B, ;, and < are chosen in the same way as in the Synthesis Algorithm 3.1.

(11)

(12)
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4. An example
To demonstrate the applicability of the results in the present paper, a speci"c
example will be considered.
The neural network considered is a two layer network each of which consists of 49
neurons (m"49, n"49) with the objective of storing the p"4 pairs of patterns
(a, b),2,(a, b) shown in Fig. 1 as memories. As indicated in this "gure, 49 boxes
are used to represent each pattern (in R), with each box corresponding to a vector
component which is allowed to assume values between !1 and 1. For purpose of
visualization, !1 will represent white, 1 will represent black, and the intermediate
values will correspond to appropriate grey levels.
We use the Synthesis Algorithm 3.1 developed in Section 3 to design a bidirectional
associative memory as in system (1). The performance of the designed network is
illustrated by means of typical simulation results shown in Figs. 2}5. In Fig. 2, both
initial patterns are generated by randomly reversing 18}20 bits of each original
patterns. In Fig. 3, the initial pattern of "eld X is chosen as the zero vector and the
initial pattern of "eld > is generated by randomly reversing 13 bits of the desired
pattern. In Fig. 4, the initial pattern of "eld X is chosen as the zero vector and the
initial pattern of "eld > is chosen as the desired pattern (`ca recall `Ca). In Fig. 5,
the initial pattern of "eld X is chosen as the desired pattern and the initial pattern of

Fig. 1. The four desired pairs of memory patterns.

Fig. 2. The simulation result for the "rst pair.
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Fig. 3. The simulation result for the second pair.

Fig. 4. The simulation result for the third pair.

Fig. 5. The simulation result for the fourth pair.

"eld > is chosen as the zero vector (`Da recalls `da). Convergence in all cases occurs
within 9 steps.
Using the approach of [29], a BAM neural network is designed which stores the
four desired patterns in the present example as memory vectors. Simulation has been
conducted for this design using the same initial conditions as in Figs. 2}5. Only the
last two pairs showed convergence to the right targets (as in Figs. 4 and 5) and the "rst
two pairs converged to spurious memories. This indicates that the eigenstructure
method may have smaller basins of attraction for desired memory patterns than the
present approach for this particular example.

5. Concluding remarks
In the present paper, the design problem of bidirectional associative memories
(BAM) realized by feedback neural networks is considered. A new synthesis approach
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for BAM with bipolar memory vectors is developed. The well-known perceptron
training algorithm is utilized to solve a set of linear inequalities which is formulated
from the BAM neural network design problem. The validity of the present synthesis
approach is shown (Theorem 4) and a condition under which the perceptron training
will converge is given (Corollary 5). The use of perceptron training in the present
synthesis approach is motivated by the way the design problem is formulated. The
present formulation is equivalent to designing a set of threshold logic functions which
justi"es the use of perceptron training algorithm. An example is given to demonstrate
the applicability of the present results. A comparison study is also conducted to
compare the present approach with one of the existing results.
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